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i tried to recreate the sound in khaled's i'm the one single. pumped up the overtones and drive to get
a nice booming bass. i made it in serum and dragged the first lfo to the cutoff modulator and boosted
the drive and cut out the resonance. did the same thing in the fx section. then i master tuned the 3rd

lfo and switched on the mono feature. i dropped the sub oscillator down an octave and bent the
waveform of the analog sin oscillator until it had a nice warm tone. use it and hope you enjoy!

description : dope bass i tried to recreate the sound in khaled's i'm the one single. pumped up the
overtones and drive to get a nice booming bass. i made it in serum and dragged the first lfo to the

cutoff modulator and boosted the drive and cut out the resonance. did the same thing in the fx
section. then i master tuned the 3rd lfo and switched on the mono feature. i dropped the sub

oscillator down an octave and bent the waveform of the analog sin oscillator until it had a nice warm
tone. use it and hope you enjoy! a use-after-free vulnerability introduced in glibc upstream version
2.14 was found.. vulnerable module: openjdk-jre; introduced through: openjdk-jre1.7.0_262-b10.

openjdk-jre is a free and open-source implementation of the java platform,. c est la vie cheb khaled
midi file 3ae92a269d the free dj khaled loops, samples and sounds listed here have been kindly

uploaded by other users. if you use any of these dj khaled loops please leave your comments. read
the loops section of the help area and our terms and conditions for more information on how you can
use the loops. any questions on using these files contact the user who uploaded them. please contact

us to report any files that you feel may be in breach of copyright or our upload guidelines.
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we highly recommend all users to purchase the dj khaled loops for this track from the market in order
to have the full music sheet with all the notes. you can also purchase the dj khaled loops individually.

if you want to get this track for free just type the keyword in the search field. the file will be
downloade and ready for download within minutes. by using this service you agree with our terms

and conditions. read them for more information. the free dj khaled loops, samples and sounds listed
here have been kindly uploaded by other users. if you use any of these dj khaled loops please leave

your comments. read the loops section of the help area and our terms and conditions for more
information on how you can use the loops. any questions on using these files contact the user who
uploaded them. please contact us to report any files that you feel may be in breach of copyright or
our upload guidelines. the free dj khaled loops, samples and sounds listed here have been kindly

uploaded by other users. if you use any of these dj khaled loops please leave your comments. read
the loops section of the help area and our terms and conditions for more information on how you can
use the loops. any questions on using these files contact the user who uploaded them. please contact
us to report any files that you feel may be in breach of copyright or our upload guidelines. the free dj
khaled loops, samples and sounds listed here have been kindly uploaded by other users. if you use

any of these dj khaled loops please leave your comments. read the loops section of the help area and
our terms and conditions for more information on how you can use the loops. any questions on using

these files contact the user who uploaded them. please contact us to report any files that you feel
may be in breach of copyright or our upload guidelines. 5ec8ef588b
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